NEXT-LEVEL COMMUNICATION WITH POWERPOINT
QUICKSLIDE FEATURE OVERVIEW

QuickSlide: Quality, branding and productivity in PowerPoint

Consistent branding

Intelligently
organized content

Substantial increase
in productivity

Extensive functions to ensure all PowerPoint users comply with
your branding guidelines
One-stop shop for graphic design and software: Creating templates and
corporate presentations, and assisting with brand relaunches
Extensive functions to provide, manage and update presentations, templates,
images and icons in PowerPoint
Consulting and workshops with presentation experts to provide content
modules intelligently, e.g. for sales teams
Extensive functions for efficient PowerPoint use, including the automation of
entire presentations
Comprehensive support for IT, Marketing and other departments in
developing streamlined processes, including the handling of entire workflows
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Hard-wired branding – Corporate design features
•

Automatically use the correct slide master

•

Format diagrams with 1 click

•

Use an individually created pool of slide templates and graphic elements
in your corporate design

•

Format text and bullet points with 1 click

•

Integrate customer and partner logos correctly on slides

•

Automate the migration of old presentations after changes to
corporate design

•

Handle multiple corporate designs/brands

•

Limit the color palette to the corporate colors

•

Detect and correct corporate design infringements automatically

•

Detect and correct corporate wording infringements automatically

•

Simplify corporate design relaunches by automatically migrating old
presentations
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Well organized content – Content management features
•

Manage presentations, slides, slide masters, images, icons, diagrams
and more

•

Insert these easily and directly into PowerPoint

•

Use powerful full-text and keyword search, optionally with filters and
search operators

•

Centrally manage content without the need for IT Department
intervention

•

Manage access rights with user groups and content administrators via
Active Directory

•

Notify users automatically when they are using outdated slides

•

Manage repeatedly used slides at a single location

•

Tag and categorize your slides

•

Mass upload presentations via Windows Explorer

•

Send links instead of slides

•

Synchronize content for offline access when travelling

•

Integrate with your SharePoint

•

Integrate DAM/MAM systems and image databases

•

Use flexible access possibilities (iPad, integrations)

•

Rely on free scalability, even for very large presentation volumes

•

Benefit from extremely simple IT integration and full performance
without additional databases
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Simplified slide creation – Productivity features
•

Access the most important PowerPoint functions more simply

•

Create and update waterfall charts automatically

•

Work with pre-prepared graphics and visualizations

•

•

Find company slides and PowerPoint assets faster

Plot CAGRs, growth rates, deltas, averages and more automatically in
diagrams

•

Create and update outlines and schedules automatically

•

Completely automate recurring presentations and reports with Excel

•

Create and update Gantt charts automatically

•

Check and optimize slide consistency automatically

•

Format, standardize and arrange objects on slides efficiently

•

Manage collaboration between presentation creators more efficiently

•

Switch automatically between formats such as 4:3 and 16:9

•

Reduce file sizes

•

Send slides directly as email attachments
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Strategy Compass –
Next-level communication with Microsoft Office
How do most staff communicate every day? Using presentations, emails and Word documents. Amazingly,
they often receive very little support in this area, apart from some templates and a few standard slides. But
leaving them to their own devices wastes a lot of potential and dilutes branding.
.

We’ve developed solutions that enable organizations to maximize their potential. To do this, we uniquely
combine the expertise of a software company with the skills of a design agency specializing in Microsoft
Office. And, as a result, are already wowing many of the world‘s largest and most successful companies.

Contact
+49 211 4939 6394
info@strategy-compass.com

